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Overview

 Marine hydrodynamics

 Ocean waves and their anatomy

 Types of surface water waves

 Airy’s theory of 2D waves

 Irrotational and potential flow
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South Harbour, Aberdeen
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‘World’s oldest intact shipwreck’

 Dated to 400BC

 Project surveyed 2,000km2 seabed

 60 shipwrecks discovered

 Video
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2,000ft long floating boom

 Video
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Rogue waves

 MS München

 Lost in 1978

 27 crew lost

 Weather caused 
an “unusual 
event”
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Garrison(2012)



Tsunamis

 Recall 2004 Indian ocean tsunami generated 
30m waves; killed 230,000 people in 14 states

 2011 Japan tsunami killed ~18,000 people; 
waves of about 40m high

 Tsunamis are known as seismic sea waves 

 Generated from the displacement of large                                                  
body of water after a quake or volcanic event

 Longer wavelength (λ) than ocean waves
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Waves 2m high reached Chile 17,000km away 

from quake epicenter



Sulawesi (Indonesia) tsunami

 Date: 01/10/2018

 Indonesian geophysics agency issues & withdraws alert

 Death toll: 800
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 Megathrust quakes

 Strike-slip (transform)                                                                                             
fault 

 Submarine slide?
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Fun waves

 Surfer M. Rothmans rides a 66ft 
(20m) wave in Maui in 2003

 He won a price of $66,000 or 
$1,000/ft!
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Rationale for marine hydrodynamics

 Fixed or floating platforms & ship are affected by ocean waves

 Minimising motions from sea state is critical

 Waves affect ship and platform performance 

 Wave shape is affected by a structure’s geometry e.g., ship or column   
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Sea states

 Beaufort scale 
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Video

 Huge Ships in storm, 5:10
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Ocean waves

 There is a limit to the energy contained by an ocean wave

 Once the threshold is surpassed a wave breaks 

 Ocean waves are unique as they exhibit a dispersive nature 

 Waves are generated by wind are called (surface) gravity waves  
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Mount Fiji breaking wave

White trace depicts wave particles. Image captured by time exposure photography.



Ocean waves (2)

 What is a wave?

A disturbance caused by the passage of energy 
through a medium i.e., solid, liquid or gas 

 In ocean waves, energy is moving @ speed of 
the wave but water is not

 Why a wave is an illusion? 

Because water molecules do not travel (much) 
with the wave but are perturbed like the seagull

 Waves carry energy not mass per se!

 Water waves occur at water-air boundary & 
are called progressive waves
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Generation of wind waves

 ρsw=1,026kg/m3  (@15°C)                      ρair=1.225kg/m3(15°C@sea-level) 

(836×) 

 μsw=0.00123N∙s/m2 μsw=0.00001789N∙s/m2 (68×) 
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Anatomy of a water wave

 Wave crest (peak)

 Wave trough (valley) 

 Wave length (λ)

 Wave height = 2 × wave amplitude (A)

 Frequency (f): number of wave crests passing a point (e.g., A/s)

 Period (T): Time required for wave crest @ point A to reach point B
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Orbital motions of water particles

 Observe that water molecules orbit in same rotational dn

 Circular motion of molecules diminishes rapidly with depth

 At 0.5λ, wave motion is negligible 
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Water particle paths
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Deepwater Swallow-water
Intermediate water



Classification of ocean waves

 Waves are classified according to:
 Disturbing force

 Extent of disturbance 

 Damping/restoring force 

 Wavelength

 Waves are not classified by their height as it varies greatly on water 
depth, interference btw waves, etc. 

 Disturbing forces arise from: 
 Winds

 Storms

 Seismic events

 Atmospheric pressure

 Landslides 

 Volcanic eruptions, geological faulting, … 
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Types of waves, wave energy & time scales
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Types of water waves

 Gravity waves with λ>1.73cm are dissipated by gravity

 Only exception are the capillary waves (ripples)
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Influence of water depth

 Wavelength governs size of water molecule orbits

 Water depth determines shape of orbits eg, circular or elliptic

 Deep-water waves move thru water depth >0.5λ

 Shallow-water waves are in depths <(1/20)λ
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Airy’s linear wave theory

 George Airy proposed linear wave theory in 1845 

 Airy’s theorem applies to 2D small-amplitude water waves

 Theory defines most of kinematic & dynamic properties 

 Predicts props within useful limits for most practical cases

 Freely propagating, periodic surface (gravity) waves
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Breaking waves
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Irrotational flow

 Consider boundary layer below. Fluid particles near surface will be 
rotational @ non-zero vorticity          .

 Fluid particles outside the b.l. can be taken as irrotational ie, undergo 
no swirl,                           . Examples: a) water particles at water-air 
interface or b) Ferris wheel: 
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Velocity potential (Φ)

 For an irrotational flow, the velocity potential Φ is defined as:

where Φ is the velocity potential function. Such a velocity field is termed 
as potential (or irrotational) flow. 

The flow velocity u is the gradient of a scalar function Φ:    

Φ is the velocity potential of u. 

 By definition of Φ, any continuous scalar function Φ(x,y,z,t) 
automatically satisfies the irrotational condition               because of the 
fundamental identity:

−ve sign indicates that Φ decreases with in the flow dn.   
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Velocity potential (Φ)

 For inviscid fluids, irrotational flow may be a valid assumption. 
Example: Region outside bl of a wing section used to obtain lift

 Velocity given by the gradient of a scalar function & the continuity     
eqn for an incompressible flow yields Laplace’s eqn:

 For small amplitude water waves, velocity potential is not valid at the 
free-surface and near the seabed.
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Airy’s theory

 Theory
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Boundary conditions
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Dispersion relationship 

 Plane waves of different wavelengths (λ) have different velocities so that 
a wave train of mixed wavelengths tends to spread out in space

 Wave train (packet) is a short burst wave. It can be analysed/ 
synthesised from an infinite # of sinusoidal waves of different phases & 
amplitudes which interfere constructively    
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Wave packet with no dispersion Wave packet with dispersion



Travelling wave

 Expressed as:

y(x,t)=Acos(kx−ωt)

where x is co-ordinate in space, t is time, k is the wave number (k=2π/λ),              

ω=2πf is the angular frequency, A is the wave amplitude   
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Making waves

 Random waves: sum large # of harmonic 
components possessing different T, a, 
phases (φ)
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Pierson, W. J., G. et al. (1955) Practical Methods for Observing and

Forecasting Ocean Waves by Means of Wave Spectra and Statistics, US

Navy Hydrographic Office, Publication No. 603 



Depth classification of ocean waves on kd

where: ψ = (kx − ωt)
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Decay of ocean wave energy wrt water depth

 F(z) = exp(2πζ/λ)

 λ=2m; ζ[0,−1].
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Example 2

 Ex#2
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Coastline erosion
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Coastline erosion
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Main causes of coastline erosion

 Reduction in mass of sediments at seabed
 Drop in sediments from nearby cliffs
 Soft coastline soil
 Lower sediments from rivers (fluvial sediments) at seashore
 Submergence of coast and increased pounding from waves
 Rise in sea-level
 Transport of shoreline sediments from run-off
 Reduction in sand from nearby sand cliffs
 Change in incidence angle of waves
 Increase energy levels due to enhanced intensity of sea storms
 Displacement of sediments at nearby coasts
 Beach weathering
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Longshore currents

 Waves approaching the shore at an angle

 Transport (introduction)/removal of sediments (sand) to coast

 The disturbance of currents helps with the deposition of sediments to 
the shore
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Garisson (2016) NG Learning



Coastline erosion at Larnaka

Ayios Theodoros, Zugi
Oroklini

Pervolia



Erosion of Fig tree bay (Ayia Napa)

 30 April, 2018

 Ranked as 13 of 25 best beaches in the world (Traveller’s Choice 2018)

 4th best beach in Europe (Traveller’s Choice 2018)
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Fig tree (2)



Fig tree during day
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Fig tree at night
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Beach sand 

 Without sand there is no beach

 Causes of erosion comprise: air, seawaves, tides

 Renourishment with sand: rivers, currents, water runoff, water 
streams, dredging

 The transport of sand is/can be affected by:
 Sea storms

 Marine transport (ships) & pleasure craft

 Piers/

 Marinas

 Ports

 Subsea pipelines

 Seagoers (people)

 Wavebreakers

 River barriers (dams)/water streams

 Water diversion works

 Marine buoys 

 Other obstacles
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Anthropogenic causes



Coastline rehabilitation

 Creation of groins

 Sand could be relocated from nearby beaches & seabed

 Dredging: a) excavation, b) seabed material suction
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Cape May, New Jersey Jan van’t Hoff et al. (2012)



Video:
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 Britain’s disappearing cliffs



Various sources



Wave refraction
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Wave refraction

 “Bending” of waves at they propagate at different depths

 Refraction emanates from the interaction with seabed (topography)

 Refraction could affect wave celerity either +vely or −vely

 Refraction could assume 2 forms: 
 1) Focusing (concave refraction) or     

 2) Defocusing (convex refraction)

 Seawater/ocean swell triggered by distant weather systems instead of 
wind

 Swell λ could be 700m
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Wave induced forces
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Njord Semi-sub, offshore Norway,  Statoil



Theory 

 Continuation
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Example 3

 Ex#3
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Wave shoaling

 Why does water wave height increases as waves approach the shore?

 In order to maintain a constant energy flux a decrease in transport 
speed is offset by an increase in energy density.

Hence, tsunamis are generated!

 When does a wave break? 

If H:λ > 1:7
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Ex#4

 d/λ0=0.06405

 d/λ≈0.1082
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Shore protection manual: 

VII, Table C-1, p.590



Graphical form

 d/λ0=0.06405

 d/λ≈0.11
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Wave energy vs wave height 

 Et=100; H=0.163m

 Et=50; H=0.115m

 λ=3m; 

 H=sqrt(Et*8/ρgλ)
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Video

 Wave refraction
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Example 5

 Ex#5
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Exercise 5

 Ex#5
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Summary

 Mechanics of ocean waves

 2D linear wave theory

 Orbital motions eg, velocities & accelerations 

 Deepwater, transitional & shallow water waves

 Calculations e.g., c, λ, p, H, u, …
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Thanks for your attention!
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